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ABSTRACT
This research attempts to determine how well we can predict the day of
marriage with the Davison chart. The Davison chart is calculated using
the midpoints of birthday, birth time, time zone, latitude, and longitude
between two people.
INTRODUCTION
I always felt that the Davison chart was a very powerful chart to work
with a couple. I wanted to research to see if marriage in the Davison
chart comes out and the seventh house. But my main focus was to
research the power of the new moons and eclipses. From my experience
I know they work very well in the natal chart. But I wanted to see if they
are as powerful in the Davison chart.
METHODOLOGY
The AstroInvestigators (www.astroinvestigators.com) collected 597
marriages with exact birth time for the male and female. The Astro
Investigator research software designed and written by AIR Software
(www.alphee.com) was used to do this research.
I researched the new moon and the eclipses that were in the seventh
house or making Ptolemaic aspects to the cusp of the seventh house in
the Davison chart with a 10° orb on the day the couple got married. In
this research I only worked with modern rulership: Uranus ruling
Aquarius, Neptune ruling Pisces, and Pluto ruling Scorpio.
I created the following models with the Astro investigator software. I
tested these models using transit and backward transit using the five
Ptolemy aspects with a 10° orb using eclipses and new moons that:
1. fall in the seventh house
2. making aspects to the ruler of the seventh house
3. make aspects to planets in the seventh house
4. make aspects to the seventh house cusp
RESULTS
1. Just using the new moon alone, the probability of this to happen
was 49.7%.
2. Using the eclipses also, the probability was 38.5%.

So we found that you can predict the day of marriage by 88.2% with
these two criteria to the Davison chart.
CONCLUSION
My research showed that the new moon and eclipses are fantastic tools
to help predict marriage with a Davison chart. It also showed that as the
natal chart the Davison chart marriage comes out of the seventh
house. It also proved that the ruler of the seventh house is really
important working with astrology.

